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Timely advice – aware and away in the sun

CLOCK THIS!

Beach and Pools
Horse riding on the shoreline may have a
romantic image, however, it is not so romantic if you end up in hospital by being
trampled or as a result of a fall. Please do
not encourage this activity and be aware
that the hotel has no connection with this
beach activity and will not accept any liability should an accident occur. The hotel
horses are well trained and may only be
ridden in an enclosed area under professional supervision for your safety.

Happy Aperitifs
& Happy Nightcaps
at the Polo Bar

5-7P.M. & 9:30-11:30P.M.
Great discounts on
selected drinks

Dusit Thani Hua Hin Bi-Monthly News

June/July 2010

Time for reflection and enlightenment
items that provide light, such as candles,
lanterns and lamp oil, is deemed to be
particularly important as these facilitate
the study of holy scriptures and meditation by providing illumination to the
monks, physically and spiritually.
Thai Buddhists engage in merit-making
as an expression of respect and gratitude
by making offerings to Lord Buddha,
venerable monks, past and present kings,
as well as to their own parents, grandparents and ancestors.
According to Buddhist teachings, all actions performed in our daily lives affect
our field of merit, but none more so than
the support of Buddhism itself. When
one offers material support to a Buddhist monk — be it alms in the form of
food or donations, or voluntary
work — one is helping to assure
that Buddhist teachings live on.
This accumulates merit or ‘bun’
not only for the giver by helping sustain Buddhism, it also
provides the opportunity for
future generations to make and
accumulate merit. Buddhism,
Buddhist traditions and beliefs
are central forces that shape the
local way of life.
Various festivals of religious origin
have been observed for genera-

IN THE SUN
Abandon your cares, not your wits
A stay at the Dusit Thani Hua Hin is
a time to forget your cares, relax and
enjoy our hospitality to the full in a welcoming safe and stress-free environment.
In an ideal world this environment would
extend beyond our reassuring boundaries
on to the beach and into the community.
However, the world and its people do not
always conform to such high ideals and especially when vacationing one should not
abandon the sensible precautions and level
of awareness we would normally apply
when out and about in our own familiar
surroundings.
Thailand is rightly one of the world’s most
popular holiday and travel destinations,
blessed with an astonishing diversity of
geographic beauty and culturally amazing
and welcoming population, the vast majority of whom proudly delight in extend-

ing warmth with genuine care and concern for foreign visitors to their country.
As with any population there will always
surface a few opportunist bad apples that
will seek to exploit anyone that is vulnerable or has dropped their guard, even
among other tourists one should maintain
awareness and caution to avoid becoming
a victim of such unscrupulous people.

Non-residents and outside traders
To ensure peace of mind for our guests
we do not allow unregistered visitors to
use our pools nor encourage outside services and traders, such as tailors etc., to
visit guest rooms. Also, bearing in mind
that taxis and Tuk Tuks are unregulated
and may result in unexpected disputes
over fares, plus may not be up to expected
safety standards, we also provide reasonably-priced safe, comfortable and reliable

transportation options.
It is quite understandable that beggars, especially children, and hawkers draw compassion. However, all may not be what it
seems and your generosity may in fact
contribute to the continued exploitation
of these unfortunate people by criminal
elements within the community.

With plentiful sunloungers it is our policy
that to avoid beds being left unattended for
longer than an hour, at the annoyance of
fellow guests who may wish to utilise them,
our staff are instructed to remove towels
after this period and offer the available
lounger on a first-come first-served basis.
Please do not ask members of the staff to
reserve sunloungers on your behalf as a
refusal may cause embarrassment.
Finally there is one very real danger,
even in-house at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
and that is the gorgeous climate that
we enjoy. If you are unaccustomed to a
tropical environment, please be cautious
with skin exposure to the sun and avoid
dehydration.
Pay attention to the above and you are
sure of enjoying a wonderful Aware and
Away experience.

As the seasonal monsoon rains descend over the kingdom, it marks
the beginning of the Buddhist “rains
retreat” and Buddhist Lent, or “Phansa”,
during which all Buddhist monks traditionally retreat to the temples. This is also
an auspicious time for Buddhist ordinations as it marks a period of spiritual renewal.
Known to Thais as “Khao Phansa”, literally ‘entering Lent’, the Buddhist Lent is
a time devoted to study and meditation.
This year, Khao Phansa day falls on 27th
July and from this date, Buddhist monks

remain within the temple grounds and
do not venture out for a period of three
months starting from this first day of the
waning moon of the eighth lunar month
(in July) to the fifteenth day of the waxing moon of the eleventh lunar month (in
October). In former times, this was done
to prevent monks from trampling upon
rice paddies when they ventured out to
receive offerings from the villagers.
Villagers thus actively engage in meritmaking during the Buddhist Lent, visiting temples to make offerings of food and
items for daily use. The presentation of

tions and have evolved into full-scale festivals featured in the Buddhist calendar and
the kingdom’s official calendar of festivals
and events. These include Candle Festivals
to celebrate Khao Phansa, the most famous
one being celebrated in Ubon Ratchathani
province and featuring a procession of ornately-carved traditional beeswax candles
of various shapes and sizes. However, similar festivals on a smaller scale are observed
all around the country, including in Hua
Hin, as Buddhists nationwide have fun and
celebrate their faith.
If you happen to fall upon one of these
processions, some of the candles being
carried may very well feature some of the
following, each of which carries its own
symbolic message:
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Inside Information

Dear Guests,
As you can see from my photo above, the
sun is shining brightly at the Dusit Thani
Hua Hin.
What a wonderful time of year with the
Thai countryside flushed with green and
liberally sprinkled with spectacular floral
gems. Also, what better time to relax, explore and experience Thai hospitality and
culture during what is traditionally the
growing season. This is a time when agricultural activities slip into gear, producing
a mouthwatering array of ingredients that
have been so influential in making the
cuisines of our four distinct regions world
famous - truly a time to enjoy!
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The King and swing Hua Hin
For the past 9 years, Hua Hin, the
jazz capital of Thailand, has played
host to the Hua Hin Jazz Festival, a
musical magnet luring jazz aficionados to
the seaside resort from across the length
and breadth of the kingdom. This year
promises to be no exception, with the
Hua Hin Jazz Festival 2010 slated for the
weekend of 18th – 20th June on two stages, the Beach Stage, surprisingly enough
erected on the golden sands of Hua Hin
Beach, and the Jazz Royale Stage, set up
in the Phon Kingpetch Public Park, near
the main traffic lights in Hua Hin on the
road to Hua Hin Railway Station.
Through the years the festival has featured
a host of star performers
from both the domestic and
International stage and 2010 has
again thrown up an enticing
line-up with international
big names to look out for
being Eric Marienthal, Jeff
Lorber and Jimmy Haslip
from the US on Friday
and another American, Lee
Ritenour, on the Saturday.
The origins of the Hua Hin
Jazz Festival were inspired by
and in honour of Thailand’s
most famous resident, King
Bhumibol Adulyadej, not only revered throughout the Kingdom of Thailand as the nation’s guiding light but respected as an accomplished jazz musician
and composer. For well over six decades,
His Majesty has inspired, entertained and
encouraged the Thai people in countless

ways. One of these is through his music,
and many of the numbers His Majesty
has penned have been performed not just
in Thailand but internationally by some
of the world’s leading musicians, including Benny Goodman, Patti Page, Lionel
Hampton, Jack Teagarden and the Dixieland Jazz Band to name but a few. Some
of King Bhumibol’s 48 outstanding pieces
have gone on to become all-time classics,
with prestigious concert halls not just in
Thailand but across the globe reverberating to numbers such as ‘Saeng Tien’ or
Candlelight Blues, ‘Sai Fon’ or Falling
Rain and ‘Porn Phi Mai’ or New Year’s
Greeting, many of which have also been
included on the albums of leading artists.
Especially acclaimed as a fine sax player
in his own right, it was not long after ascending the throne that
His Majesty formed a
band to play with him
at the palace in Bangkok and latterly at Klai
Kangwol Palace on Hua
Hin Beach. Known as
Au Sau Wan Suk, roughly
meaning Having Fun on
Saturdays and comprising up to 14 musicians, the
band would regularly gather
on Saturday nights and jam into
the wee hours, even being known to go
down to the shore and serenade the dawn
as it broke on Sunday morning.
Though now retired from public musical performances, in 1991, shortly after
our opening and in the midst of gracing

us with one of many royal visits to Dusit
Thani Hua Hin, or Dusit Resort & Polo
Club as the hotel was then known, His
Majesty suddenly despatched one of his
entourage back to the palace to pick up
his saxophone before entertaining Her
Majesty Queen Sirikit and thrilling everyone else present with an impromptu jamming session alongside our Polo Bar band,
proving himself to be a virtuoso performer
in the process.
In support of the Hua Hin Jazz Festival
2010, Dusit Thani Hua Hin will be offering competitive room rates and packages, so early bookings are recommended
for what is sure to be a popular and busy
weekend.

Doorstep Attraction

Plearn Wan:
refusing to
let bygones
be bygones
Can anyone really say they never
yearn for the past? Now just a few
minutes from the hotel there’s a
place that can help you relive your
childhood and provide you with an idea
of the kind of enjoyment -away from the
beach - you might have expected to find
on your train trip to Hua Hin many years
ago, when the town truly was a peaceful
and leafy destination for Bangkokians.
Named PlearnWan, literally meaning ‘enjoy yesteryear’ the area endeavours to recreate a kind of typical small commercial
district that could be abundantly found
around the kingdom several decades ago,
long before the advent of the shopping
centres that predominate nowadays.
the tooth reminiscing of how everything
was so much better way back then in ‘the
good old days’.
Then when age starts to catch up with
you and you need to take the weight off
your feet, pop into the restaurant where
you might like to try some of the classic and rarely found Thai snacks available
or else visit the bar, which is open from
5.00P.M. each evening, for a pick-me-up
which includes various guises of Thailand’s popular Ya Dong herbal liqueur,
famed for its aphrodisiac effects. Don’t
worry if adventure’s not your style when
it comes to food and drink, for there are
plenty of more familiar offerings you can
choose from.

Wishing you a most pleasurable stay,

Victor Sukseree
General Manager
P.S. Your feedback, comments and suggestions are most valuable to us. If you
have something you wish to get off your
chest, please don’t hesitate to contact us
at hhsunboxoffice@dusit.com or by your
preferred means of communication.

1349 Petchkasem Road,
Cha-am, Petchburi 76120, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 3244 2100
Fax: +66 (0) 3252 0296
E-mail: dthh@dusit.com
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On arrival, you will see a number of vendors outside hawking a host of modernday tourist souvenirs, but as you move on
to the unique wooden entrance, flanked
with vintage modes of transport, you
will feel like you are being sucked back

in time as you are greeted by an array of
stores offering a chance to browse and
buy loose sweets, sweet tins like those that
granny used to hide away for the visit of
her favourite grandchild. There are old
cigarette packets, tins and posters that rekindle the memories of when Woodbines
were still king before Marlboro took over
the world, cool guys wore Brylcream and
a glimpse of stocking was truly shocking. Record buffs can get nostalgic at the
collection of sleeves of the 45RPMs and
78s when it was Bill Haley or Elvis who
got you bopping at the hop.There’s much
more too, including period jewellery,
clothes and even a barber’s complete with
the ubiquitous barber’s pole, all sure to
get those who are getting a little long in

As an added attraction each day, PlearnWan gives visitors to experience the
unique atmosphere of a Thai temple fair,
known as a ‘ngan wat’, complete with
requisite ferris wheel and sideshows, from
4.00P.M. every afternoon, whilst an openair cinema airs classic films – on movie
reel of course – to add to the general sentimental ambience!
PlearnWan is open daily from 10.00A.M.
(9.00A.M. at weekends) to 10.00P.M.
(Midnight on Fridays and Saturdays) and
our reception staff would be delighted to
help you plan your trip and transport. Be
warned it gets popular at weekends when
Bangkokians love rekindling the way we
were.
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Midnight hour revealedTime to pantomime

New Year Gala Party 2010

Have the time of your life
with English pantomime

Pantomime is a unique form of
English theatrical fun and entertainment staged around the winter solstice. Originally performed in silence,
telling the story by gestures and enactment, today it has evolved into an overthe-top costume extravaganza of song,
dance, comedy and double-entendre
wit to delight all members of the family,
young and old alike. All this is achieved
while positively encouraging extensive
and exuberant spontaneous vocalised interaction between the performers and the
entire audience, whose cheeky banter and
participation is very much a part of any
successful pantomime.

Themes are generally childhood favourites drawn from popular folk-tales, nursery rhymes and similar sources, populated
with stereotype characters, that include a
principal boy, played by a shapely young
lady in tights, the heroine, also played by a
beautiful young lady, which gives a saucy
ambiguity to the inevitable romance,
and of course there has to be at least one
outrageous dame, played by a man in
drag as a comic exaggeration of an ugly
middle-aged lady. Scripts are rewritten
annually to be topical and often refer to
people present in the audience or in the
cast and production team, but generally
contain four strands of humour: visual,
topical, corny and teasingly rude. In the
UK this is considered to be a traditionally essential element of the winter festive family theatre entertainment centred
around Christmas and New Year, with
performances extending into January and
even February. Many high-calibre international actors, actresses and celebrities
embrace this opportunity to let their hair
down and indulge in these light-hearted

at the

live performances, just for the sheer joy of
it, without fear of critical appraisal.
In pantomime, the storyline and script is
very loose and flexible, allowing for characters from other pantomimes to be written in providing unexpected and ridiculously hilarious situations to occur. Thus,
with audience interaction thrown in, no
two performances of a pantomime are
ever the same. Some of the best known
pantomimes over the years include the
following:
“Cinderella”, this is probably one of the
most performed pantos, being a distillation of a variety of European rags-toriches stories, originally performed in a
village hall without a stage, containing
dozens of impenetrable local jokes. It
was later reworked for a conventional
stage replacing punchlines that include
the names of village worthies with jokes
which would work anywhere.
“Aladdin” is associated with the “Thousand-and-one Nights”, the original set
in a very Arabian 19th-century English

Chinese laundry, unexplainably populated
with genies and magicians.
“Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves” is also inspired by a Thousand-and-one Nights
and often incorporates Sinbad into its
mishmash of colourful stolen characters.
“Peter Pan”, a well known and worked
theme, especially where the stage has flying wire capability.
“Puss in Boots” is a common European
folk tale, complete with a ritual dual of
magical beings - in this case the cat and
the ogre.
“Jack and the Beanstalk” is a whimsical
18th-century English version of traditional stories shared by many cultures of
ladders to the sky or the clouds.
“Dick Whittington” is a true story - but
only in as far as Richard Whittington really was Mayor of London. His claims to
fame include a bequest to build the first
public lavatory in London. The story
about him coming to London penniless,
with a cat as his only friend, began to circulate a century or two later, around the
time of Shakespeare, when more conventional treatments embodied the typical
pantomime struggle between good and

between long-term gain and instant
gratification - should the dame kill the
goose that lays the golden egg?
“Beauty and the Beast”, which is another
redemption story with great panto potential.
“Robin Hood” is often given the pantomime treatment but is more likely to appear as an additional character in other
productions such as “Babes in the Wood”
and “Little Red Riding Hood”.
“Babes in the Wood” relates the story of
the heirs of nobles lost in the forest.
To sum up what pantomime really is,
there have also been countless variations
of “Little Red Riding Hood”, “Robinson Crusoe”,“Goldilocks”, “Pinocchio”,
“Hansel and Gretel” and “Christmas
Carol”, along with some more obscure
amalgamations of themes that have been
honoured with the traditional uniquely
British pantomime treatment. However,
culturally, the slightly ridiculous trait of
ridiculing or laughing at oneself is celebrated in a way that removes the barriers between celebrities and the audience,
embracing an affectionate ambience of
equality and hope. Yes hope, as in Pantoland, the baddie always gets his comeuppance and the good guys always live
happily ever after. What more could you
wish for?

evil, with the hero, backed by Fairy BowBells, battling with the evil and magical
King Rat.
“Snow White and the Seven Dwarves” also
comes from European tradition, but
of course is most famously portrayed
through the Disney cartoon version.
“Sleeping Beauty” is another of the many
well known Perrault tales to be adapted
to panto style.
“Mother Goose” is the tale of the dilemma

Midnight Hour

Prince Charming is having a NEW YEAR GALA PARTY 2010, so just like Cinderella, wish early and book
before midnight then “you shall go to the ball”. “Oh yes you will”. As well as fantastic food, entertainment
and tombola topped with a magical lakescape countdown, if you come dressed in your favourite pantomime
or ballet costume you could win one of our many fabulous costume prizes.
A legend in the Thai social calendar, don’t arrive in 2011 on a pumpkin when you can swan in
on a crystal carriage. By the way, “he’s behind you ”.
Phone +66 (0) 3244 2100 | Fax +66 (0) 3252 0296 | E-mail hhsunboxoffice@dusit.com
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Following hot on the heels of our article on Vic Hua Hin in the last issue
of the Hua Hin Sun and not wishing to break any promises, we were
honoured to be granted an audience with
the founder of both Patravadi Theatre in
Bangkok and the recently opened Vic
Hua Hin, Khun Phatravadi Mejudhon or
Kru Lek, who kindly took time out from
her exhausting schedule to speak with us
and share her undoubted knowledge and
wisdom on subject which are clearly very
close to her heart.
We started by talking about her current
production, Sudsakorn, which she described as a contemporary likay. Running
until 12th June, after which the many of
the cast will be heading off to Germany
to perform, the show has been extremely
well received by the local and international audience. Kru Lek explained that
traditional likay, once an inherited and
contemporary art form in itself a century ago, had now lost its lustre, becoming dull and tasteless becalmed by a lack
of evolution, inspiration, education and
training. Sudsakorn, on the other hand,
was an innovative effort to blend east
with west, ready to take Thai likay to the
world through a unique and intriguing
combination of a ballet choreographer,
piano music and Thai artists who have
trained dedicatedly in so many facets for
full on a year.
A full and varied programme of Saturday shows is already in place for the
remainder of 2010 and although these
are all to be presented in Thai language,
Kru Lek was at lengths to explain that
the upcoming productions would also
appeal to westerners through the use of
explanatory translations and visual graphics presented both before and during the
performances. Many of her former protégés were more than happy to escape
crowded Bangkok for unhurried Hua
Hin so that they could come to assist
their former teacher and mentor in her
new surroundings. Indeed, many students
and performers chose make their stay an
extended one once they found the benefits of the extra space and time available
to them on site meant they could enjoy
living and acting in a much more convivial environment to the one they had left
behind, whilst still being just a couple of
hours from the capital.
Following on from an immensely successful debut in January 2010, Khun
Phatravadi was also looking forward to
turning the Hua Hin Fringe Festival into
an annual spectacular at Vic Hua Hin,
giving both Thai and international artists a chance to visit and showcase their
own unique brands of alternative theatre.
She felt that performing arts around the
world, but especially in Thailand, were
now very much on the rise, hence the
spiraling interest and rapid growth in
fringe festivals. One potential drawback
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Portrait of an artist

to the continued rise could be sufficient
funding, as progression led to necessary
experimentation which in turn meant
more rehearsal time and budgets were
needed. In this regard, Kru Lek was extremely grateful for the financial support that she enjoyed from the Customs
and Excise Department and the Crown
Property Bureau who, though not reaping profits financially, would be able to
glean great satisfaction in the shape of
seeing fresh new talent coming through
to star in future productions.
Since many readers from overseas may
be unfamiliar with the name of Khun

Phatravadi we asked her how her name
had become synonymous with the performing arts in Thailand. She explained
that she had entered the film industry at
a time when people from decent families were not supposed to become actresses. She gained her drama education
in the United Kingdom and the United
States, before returning and picking up an
Oscar for her first film. Nowadays, she is
a reluctant performer, preferring instead
to channel her talents into scriptwriting,
producing and directing. Kru Lek also
takes the credit for setting up the drama
department for Thai TV Channel 3. Love

and marriage to a Canadian diplomat
took Khun Phatravadi to New York for
some time and upon her return she decided to give up screen work altogether
and stick to her beloved stage, which led
to her creating and setting up the famed
Patravadi Theatre in Bangkok, where she
trained countless actors and actresses,
many of whom who have gone on to
become national artists.
It was in training that Khun Phatravadi
believes she found her true vocation
and her success as a trainer and teacher
earnt Lek the nickname ‘Kru’ meaning
teacher. Kru Lek has coupled her drama
skills with her time overseas to also help
her become a renowned English teacher,
working tirelessly to give underprivileged
and rebellious kids of all ilks and ages in
every part of the country the very best
possible chance in life.
Khun Phatravadi’s love of teaching led her
to fulfil another ambitious dream with
the recent opening of her Patravadi High
School Hua Hin on land adjacent to Vic
Hua Hin. As she is still fortunate to have
more land to develop next door, Kru Lek
plans to collaborate with overseas teachers to set up nursery, primary and junior
schools to feed the senior school and
eventually open a University of Performing Arts.The focal subject is of course art,
though this is taught mostly in the evenings. While during the day the students
learn all other subjects under the school’s
motto of ‘Freedom within Boundaries’.
Despite the pupils having such an accomplished instructor as Kru Lek, who also
teaches English at the school, she readily
acknowledges and is realistic enough to
realise that not all students will go on to
become artists. Those that do, she confidently predicts, will become good ones,
having been taught through their studies to have self-confidence and freedom
of expression, whilst constantly being
reminded that life itself is a performance
from the heart.
Patravadi High School and Vic Hua Hin
also offer weekend classes for young and
old alike, offering an opportunity to those
wishing to learn new arts such as ballet,
Thai classical music, handicrafts, cooking and many other supplementary skills.
Groups can also be catered for and can
even tailor their own programmes. However, the emphasis is always on a peaceful,
calm environment more that the number
of students and so large classes are not encouraged.
With such a grand development project
planned, the question that begged to be
asked was why Hua Hin was so fortunate
to have been chosen. Khun Phatravadi
explained that the answer was really very
simple in that over 100 rai of land had been
handed down to her by her late mother
– in whose honour Patravadi Theatre
in Bangkok was opened. Ever since her
childhood days when a young Lek had

enjoyed 3 months of every year merrily
skipping along the beach, splashing in the
waves, building castles on the sand and
doing all the other things that kids love
doing at the seaside in what was then a
very unspoilt Hua Hin, she has developed
a close affinity with the royal resort. Over
her 60-odd years, Khun Lek has seen so
many changes but, while she laments the
disappearing fisherman’s houses that once
lined the clean seashore that she used to
play on, she remains comfortable that the
pace of development is under control and
the town will continue to prove a healthy

oasis drawing visitors to its many natural
attractions.
Having now moved away from the polluted capital city to reside permanently in
Hua Hin, it is the fresh sea air that she
credits for helping her stay young, invigorated and incredibly active. As both Khun
Lek’s daughter and sister now have business interests in and around Hua Hin, and
so visit the resort almost every weekend,
she sees no reason why she should ever
again need to uproot from the town she
loves to return to the hustle and bustle of
Bangkok.
Besides being hard working, Khun Phatravadi is also very generous and unassuming. In memory of her dear mother’s
love of giving education and opportunity
to creative youngsters, some 20 years ago
Khun Lek set up the Dhamma Theatre
Foundation, under the patronage of His
Holiness the Supreme Patriarch of the
Buddhist Church, writing and produc-

ing several contemporary plays based on
Buddhist philosophy. It is her wish that
she will donate the profits of Vic Hua Hin
and the education institutes to the foundation so that it can continue to fund the
education and development of up-andcoming creative talents in performing
arts. In 2010 alone, the foundation has
supported students to the tune of Baht2
million and given so many the opportunity of success they otherwise might
never have had.
With so much on her plate and an indefatigable zest for life, there are absolutely no plans for
retirement. She has
no wish that when
the final curtain
does finally come
down that it will be
her personally who
will be remembered.
Instead, Khun Lek
hopes that her legacy
will live on in the
form of Vic Hua Hin
and her educational

institutes that she and her foundation are
establishing in Hua Hin and throughout
Thailand.
In closing and typical of the lady, Khun
Phatravadi made a point of thanking all
the hotels of Hua Hin for all their support in making this new project a successful and sustainable one. We at Dusit
Thani Hua Hin are only too pleased to
reciprocate that support for what we are
sure you will agree is a very welcome and
worthwhile venture in Hua Hin.
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Operation Smile
Read all about it !
Get your extra smile time with Dusit
Throughout the extended Dusit family we are
united in our aim to bring smiles to the faces of
those fortunate enough to participate and those that
desperately require the support offered as a result of Operation Smile. By setting an example, creating awareness
and positively influencing Corporate Social Responsibility throughout Thailand and among its overseas properties,
Dusit management and staff, sincerely hope you will be
motivated and inspired into joining them with beaming
a little happiness and hope for a brighter future into the
worlds of so many young and talent people as they struggle with the problems and negative perceptions associated
with facial disfigurements.
We are rightly proud that Khun Chanin Donavik has so
enthusiastically set the ball rolling as patron of the 2010
Dusit International CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) programme. This year-long programme is designed
to help raise awareness for a truly worthy cause. If you
wish to smile by bringing a smile to the face of others,
please visit www.dusit.com/dusitsmiles to see how you
may participate or www.operationsmile.org to learn more
about the wonderful work and achievements of this nonprofit volunteer medical services organisation which offers
free reconstructive facial disfigurement surgery to needy
children and young adults worldwide. If you wish to smile,
then this is a wish you can make come true – why delay
when you can smile today?
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Standing the test of time
Recent events in Thailand and especially
Bangkok have surely not gone unnoticed by
our readership. However, you may be unaware
that our flagship property, Dusit Thani Bangkok,
was very much at the centre of the tragic scenes
during the long siege, suffering some superficial

Split-second memories

damage and the temporary closure of the hotel.
Printed below, is the defiant response of Dusit International CEO, Khun Chanin Donavanik, the
son of the group’s founder, Thanpuying Chanut
Piyaoui:

Standing Proud and Strong
A Beacon for the Future of Thailand

Congratulation to Mr. Sittisak Ruangsart who sent us this wonderful shot of our children’s pool and wins a dinner for two at a buffet of his choice.
If you have stayed with us and have some snapshots of your time at Dusit Thani Hua Hin or from one of your excursions, we would like to show your pictures to the world. Simply send the photos by e-mail to
hhsunboxoffice@dusit.com and if one is published in our next issue we will treat you to dinner for two at any one of our regular buffets. Photographs should be of at least 2 MB in resolution.

Dear Friends of Dusit,
We are extremely saddened with the events in our city. Dusit is, and
always will be, a beacon of the Thai hospitality industry. We appreciate
all of the support and encouragement we have been receiving from around
the world for our Dusit family and all Thais.
In this our 40th anniversary year, we have always been dedicated to
providing the local and international community with unsurpassed levels
of service and comfort, an icon for all Thais and visitors to the Kingdom.
With the recent troubles now behind us, we are looking forwards to the
future, and we are delighted to announce that the hotel was able to quickly
patch up its wounds and duly reopened for business on Tuesday, 25th May.
We can assure you that we are back even stronger than ever and we will
rebuild confidence in Thailand’s future.
This is Dusit, this is the magic of Thailand.
Chanin Donavanik
CEO Dusit International

Timeless Fashion @ Dusit Shop
Hua Hin’s select & only Fashionarium

Give a little
Dusit
happiness
The perfect answer to the age-old question ‘What shall I give my loved ones or
close friends?’. With a Dusit Gift Voucher
you can rest assured that whether it be
exchanged for accommodation, food &
beverage or a heavenly Devarana Spa
treatment, you will be giving something
just that little bit extra special. Dusit Gift
Vouchers may be redeemed at a wide
range of participating Thai properties
such as Dusit, Royal Princess, and D2 Resorts. The flexibility and options are inspiringly extensive and sure to delight.

50% off
through June-July 2010
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Hua Hin Sun Golf News

Watch this space!

Birds of a feather golf together!

GROUP STAGES
Date (In Thailand)
Kick Off (Thai Time)

Team

Friday, 11th June
Saturday, 12th June

South Africa		
Uruguay		
South Korea		
Argentina		
England		
Algeria		
Serbia		
Germany		
Netherlands		
Japan		
Italy		
New Zealand		
Ivory Coast		
Brazil		
Honduras		
Spain		
South Africa		
Argentina		
Greece		
France		
Germany		
Slovenia		
England		
Netherlands		
Ghana		
Cameroon		
Slovakia		
Italy		
Brazil		
Portugal		
Chile 		
Spain		
France 		
Mexico		
Greece		
Nigeria		
Slovenia		
USA		
Australia		
Ghana		
Paraguay		
Slovakia		
Cameroon 		
Denmark		
North Korea		
Portugal		
Chile		
Switzerland		

Sunday, 13th June

Monday, 14th June

Tuesday, 15th June
Golf Lessons

Looking to improve your game?
Private lessons are available at some of the local
courses. Please ask for details at the reception.

1

Wednesday, 16th June

Need a Golf Partner?

If you are looking for someone to play golf with,
register at our reception, and where possible
we’ll put you in touch with each other.

1

Swing like a pendulum
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is the ideal base to try out
your golfing skills on some of the finest fairways
in Thailand. With seven splendid courses within
thirty minutes of the resort you are spoilt for choice
and variety. Just ask at reception and they will
make all the necessary arrangements for booking
and transport to the course of your preference.
For further information and reservations ring
# 2071

Majestic Creek
Situated 30 kilometres southwest of the hotel,Majestic
Creek is a 27-hole championship golf course with
unique Zoiza grass carpet-like undulating fairways
and some lovely water holes. Highly recommended.
Other golfing facilities include a driving range and
Pro shop.

Royal Hua Hin
Situated west of Hua Hin town this was Thailand’s first
golf course, established some 80 years ago. Although
not too demanding, it has a great atmosphere, with
mature forests, temples and sea views.The caddies
are considered to be some of Thailand’s best!

Springfield
Tee off in the shadow of the mountains. Beautifully
maintained, Springfield presents the golfer with
a wonderful, beautifully-designed, landscaped 18
holes — each challenges your senses of aesthetics
as well as your golfing skills. It is a true Jack Nicklaus
masterpiece. A championship course with five sets of
tees to play from, the course offers varying degrees
of difficulty that accentuate the dramatic lush

landscape. Be prepared for some long carries if you
are brave enough to play from the back tees. It is one
of the best courses you will ever play!
In addition to their PGA professional teaching staff
they also have a fully- equipped Pro shop, chipping
and putting greens and a driving range. Springfield
proudly announces the opening of their additional
nine-hole Valley Course. Surrounded by beautiful
mountains, the new Valley Course is a very spectacular
and challenging course. Its layout runs up the
mountain and back down towards the Clubhouse. The
course was originally designed and shaped by Jack
Nicklaus in 1993, but only constructed by SchmidtCurley recently.

Golf Booking

Contact our Duty Team at reception
or call #2071

Tee-time intervals of 15 minutes will give you the
feeling that you have the first tee and the opening
hole to yourself, allowing you to relax and enjoy the
golf course and the fine scenery.

The Banyan Golf Club Hua Hin
The Banyan Tree Golf Club Hua Hin, just south of
town is tucked between a small mountain and a large

mountain range that serve as a backdrop to this 7030yard par-72 course with four sets of tees. The course
has many dramatic and panoramic views of the Gulf of
Thailand, the lush mountains and Hua Hin town.
Khun Pirapon designed the course to be one of the best
in Thailand and since he has a vast experience of working
on the best, his thoughts and ideas are well respected, not
to mention eagerly sought after.

Featured course of the month

Thursday, 17th June

Friday, 18th June

Saturday, 19th June

Sunday, 20th June

Monday, 21st June

Tuesday, 22nd June

Lake View

Wednesday, 23rd June

Located 18 kilometres from the hotel, this 36-hole,
440-acre championship golf course enjoys a backdrop
of rolling hills and lakes and is widely acclaimed by
top golfers. Designed by Roger Packard, the course
was completed in January 1993 and has many
interesting water features.

Thursday, 24th June

Palm Hills
Just 3 kilometres from the hotel, this Max Wexlerdesigned course is one of the most open and
enjoyable courses in the area, particularly for the
high handicapper. With lovely rolling scenery and sea
views, it often has cooling sea breezes, particularly in
the afternoons.

Black Mountain Golf Club
World-class golf courses linked to a hotel and spa resort,
high-standard surroundings and relaxed atmosphere.

Friday, 25th June

BLACK MOUNTAIN GOLF CLUB
SIGNATURE HOLE: You’re past the turn and going well. Like a mirage appears the 176-yard 11th hole.
A tricky shot to an island green that is surrounded by water and a waterfall. Simply stunning!
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Saturday, 26th June

v

Team
Mexico
France
Greece
Nigeria
USA
Slovenia
Ghana
Australia
Denmark
Cameroon
Paraguay
Slovakia
Portugal
North Korea
Chile
Switzerland
Uruguay
South Korea
Nigeria
Mexico
Serbia
USA
Algeria
Japan
Australia
Denmark
Paraguay
New Zealand
Ivory Coast
North Korea
Switzerland
Honduras
South Africa
Uruguay
Argentina
South Korea
England
Algeria
Serbia
Germany
New Zealand
Italy
Netherlands
Japan
Ivory Coast
Brazil
Spain
Honduras

KNOCK-OUT STAGES
Group
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
A
B
B
A
D
C
C
E
D
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
F
F
E
E
G
G
H
H

Kick Off

Date (In Thailand)
(Thai Time)

Team

9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
6.30 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
9.00 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
1.30 A.M.
9.00 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
1.30 A.M.
9.00 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
1.30 A.M.
9.00 P.M.
9.00 P.M.
1.30 A.M.
1.30 A.M.

Friday, 11th June

Team

Stage

Kick Off

South Africa

Mexico

A

9.00 P.M.

Saturday, 26th June

Group A Winner

Group B Runner-up

Last 16/1

9.00 P.M.

Sunday, 27th June

Group C Winner

Group D Runner-up

Last 16/2

1.30 A.M.

Group D Winner

Group C Runner-up

Last 16/3

9.00 P.M.

Group B Winner

Group A Runner-up

Last 16/4

1.30 A.M.

Group E Winner

Group F Runner-up

Last 16/5

9.00 P.M.

Group G Winner

Group H Runner-up

Last 16/6

1.30 A.M.

Group F Winner

Group E Runner-up

Last 16/7

9.00 P.M.

Wednesday, 30th June Group H Winner

Group G Runner-up

Last 16/8

1.30 A.M.

Friday, 2nd July

Winner Last 16/5

Winner Last 16/6

Quarter-Final 1 9.00 P.M.

Saturday, 3rd July

Winner Last 16/1

Winner Last 16/2

Quarter-Final 2 1.30 A.M.

Winner Last 16/4

Winner Last 16/3

Quarter-Final 3 9.00 P.M.

Sunday, 4th July

Winner Last 16/7

Winner Last 16/8

Quarter-Final 4 1.30 A.M.

Wednesday, 7th July

Winner Quarter-Final 1 Winner Quarter-Final 3 Semi-Final 1

1.30 A.M.

Thursday 8th July

Winner Quarter-Final 2 Winner Quarter-Final 4 Semi-Final 2

1.30 A.M.

Sunday, 11th July

Loser Semi-Final 1

Loser Semi-Final 2

3rd Place Play-Off 1.30 A.M.

Monday, 12th July

Winner Semi-Final 1

Winner Semi-Final 2

Final 1.30A.M.

Monday, 28th June
Tuesday, 29th June

v

In Australia, it is said that the Melbourne Cup
stops the nation every November, but there
are two sports events that stop the whole world every 4 years. It’s not too hard to guess that one is the
Olympics and the other is the football World Cup.
From Friday, 11th June – the early hours of Monday,
12th July many countries, including football-mad
Thailand will almost grind to a halt during each
match. Here at Dusit Thani Hua Hin our staff fully
intend to keep the wheels of industry turning for
all our valued guests by setting up two television
screens at the Polo Bar, one outside with commentary and the other inside with no commentary, and
serving you while you sit back and enjoy the games
. In addition there will be a bulletin board, updated
daily, just in case you miss an important game or
vital piece of information,
Yes, the Polo Bar will be open on every matchday
(see the fixture list above) and will stay open for
every single match, even the games in the wee
hours, just as long as there is someone to keep pour
staff company at kick-off time. As an added bonus,
we will extend the Happy Aperitifs and Happy
Nightcaps promotions to cover the period fifteen
minutes before kick off right up to final whistle of
each match.
Whatever your nationality, whoever you support,
we hope you’ll come along to the friendly atmosphere of the Polo Bar to cheer on your favourites
and make it a World Cup to remember.
Please note that at press time, English soundtrack
for the games could not be guaranteed by our satellite provider. However, judging by some of these
commentating gaffes made by English commentators through the years that might be just as well:
1. Don’t tell those coming in the final result of
that fantastic match, but let’s just have another
look at Italy’s winning goal. (David Coleman)
2. For those of you watching who do not have

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

television sets, live commentary is on Radio 2.
(David Coleman)
Both of the Villa scorers - Withe and Mortimer
- were born in Liverpool as was the Villa manager Ron Saunders who was born in Birkenhead. (David Coleman)
And the news from Guadalajara where the
temperature is 96 degrees, is that Falcao is
warming up. (Brian Moore)
They have won 66 games, and they’ve scored
in all of them.” (Brian Moore)
You don’t score 64 goals in 86 games at the
highest level without being able to score goals.
(Alan Green)
I would not say he is the best left winger in the
Premiership, but there are none better. (Ron
Atkinson)
What will you do when you leave football, Jack
-- will you stay in football? (Stuart Hall)
And Arsenal now have plenty of time to dictate
the last few seconds. (Peter Jones)
Merseyside derbies usually last 90 minutes and
I’m sure today’s won’t be any different. (Trevor
Brooking)
I’m not a believer in luck..... but I do believe
you need it.” (Alan Ball)
If history is going to repeat itself I should think
we can expect the same thing again. (Terry Venables)
Julian Dicks is everywhere. It’s like they’ve got
eleven Dicks on the field. (Metro Radio Commentator)
Well, either side could win it, or it could be a
draw. (Ron Atkinson)
He dribbles a lot and the opposition don’t like
it - you can see it all over their faces. (Ron Atkinson)
For those of you watching in black and white,
Spurs are in the all-yellow strip (John Motson)
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Turn back the clock
at the Devarana Spa

Drink to it

Devarana, pronounced “Te-Wa-Run”, is
a Thai-Sanskrit word meaning “garden in
heaven” that was inspired by ancient Thai
literature “Traibhumikatha” written by
Phraya Lithai of the Sukhothai Dynasty in
1345 AD. Devarana Spa was established to
offer spa lovers “outstanding spa services” at
selected five-star hotels. With an emphasis
on pampering and wellness, “East-meetsWest” Thai health and beauty practices
have been sourced from age-old therapies
and updated with modern knowledge to
pamper and revitalize guests.

Snuggle up and snoqualmie naked!
Grapes used in the Naked wine series are farmed as “au naturel” as possible.“Naked” is made with certified organically-grown grapes in a certified organic facility. Very true to the varietal, these wines fit
in perfectly with the winemaker’s philosophy that it is best to leave Mother Nature alone – let nature
take her course and then try to capture the natural essence of the vineyard in the bottle.

What are you drinking? Mine ‘r’ all mineral water?

For further details, please visit our website:
www.devaranaspa.com
Devarana Spa at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
Tel: +66 0 3244 2494

2010 Membership offer

It’s 2 for 1 at Devarana Spa

INDULGE IN A LIFE OF LUXURY PAMPERING, RELAXATION AND WELLNESS WITH
DEVARANA SPA MEMBERSHIP PROGRAMME for only Baht 15,000 per person or just

Relax, indulge and revitalize yourself and a friend or loved one with two 90-minute
treatments and receive one 60-minute treatment voucher with our compliments!

Baht 25,000 per couple, and be entitled to lots of complimentary vouchers, valued at
Baht 22,700 in total, plus valuable savings and desirable privileges for one full year
from all Devarana Spas and participating Dusit Thani and dusitD2 hotels in Thailand.

CONDITIONS:
- Each booking must be a minimum 90 minutes
- A complimentary voucher can be for any 60-minute a la carte treatment
- Vouchers are valid for one month from date of issue
- This offer is not applicable with other discounts / programmes
- Vouchers can be used only at Devarana Spa, Hua Hin
- Vouchers are transferable

SPECIAL BONUS:
Existing Devarana members receive an additional
10% discount off the individual membership fee when
renewing within one month prior to their membership
expiry date.
Come take pleasure in your regular visits with the
exclusive Devarana Spa membership today!
COMPLIMENTARY VOUCHERS
3 3 vouchers for 60-minute Swedish Massage
3 1 voucher for 90-minute Devarana Massage
3 1 voucher for 60-minute Aromatic Facial of Choice
3 2 vouchers for 60-minute Body Scrub of Choice
3 1 birthday voucher for 90-minute Devarana
Massage
OTHER BENEFITS & PRIVILEGES
3 25% discount on a la carte spa treatments
3 10% discount on signature treatments
3 10% discount on Devarana Spa retail products
3 10% discount on gift vouchers
(excluding spa packages)
3 10% discount on Dusit Best Rates
3 10% discount on F& B at participating restaurants
3 20% discount on DFiT Membership fee
3 20% discount on Laundry & Dry-Cleaning at
participating hotels
PRICE:
Baht 15,000 (per person)
and Baht 25,000 (per couple)

PERIOD:
Throughout 2010
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VENUE:
All branches in Thailand

Available now at Devarana Spa, Hua Hin : 2908, 2909

Mangosteen for perfect skin
Typically found on the Southeast Asian continent, mangosteen is a fairly small tropical
fruit, known as the “Queen of the Fruits” for its many appealing taste and health benefits
and can be harvested only once or twice a year.
The mangosteen is round in figure, with sweet white pulp in deep reddish purple rind.
Its delicious flesh can be described as sweet and refreshing tangy flavor with high nutrient density, whilst its peel contains generous amounts of antioxidant and antibacterial
properties as well as condensed tannin that are proved to be beneficial in keeping the
skin healthy.
Devarana Spa uses mangosteen peel extract as the key ingredient in its specially formulated Mangosteen Peel Body Scrub. Packed with natural
polishing grains and pure natural active ingredients,
this rich creamy scrub gently exfoliates dead cells,
provides deep hydration, removes impurities that
dull the skin and brightens the overall complexion.
The fruity formula also helps tighten skin pores, prepares skin for better absorption of subsequent body
products and gently decreases wrinkle lines.
The Mangosteen Peel Body Scrub will leave the skin
with renewed clarity and vibrancy and give a refreshing boost to the mood and energy levels.
Price: THB 2,100++

Visit any supermarket nowadays and your eyes
will be dazzled by the array of bottled waters on
offer in all kinds of fancy bottles as people seek
optimal health and wellness.
Perhaps it is not surprising, given that mineral
water is perhaps one of the most healthy drinks
available, being bottled as it is at the source of
natural springs that not only tap fresh and natural
drinking water and including substances that in
many cases are extremely advantageous to our
bodies.
It is known that mineral water can help you
achieve optimal health for some of the following
reasons:
• It is extremely helpful in replenishing water
that is naturally lost from the body whilst
containing and helping balance electrolytes
which naturally dissolve in the water.
• It is known to help combat bacteria and funguses.
• Daily consumption helps detoxify the body of
potentially harmful toxins which can effect
the body negatively in many ways.
• Regular consumers of mineral water do so
for its therapeutic properties as widely-held
belief is that it reduces pain, aches and swelling from inflammation of muscles and joints,
whilst helping in curing certain diseases and
chronic conditions.
Most brands of mineral water contain many of
the following vital substances including:
• Magnesium which is instrumental in strengthening the immune system, relaxing the body
and muscles, as well as lowering blood pressure.
• Bicarbonate plays a role in digestion and assists in keeping acid balanced within the

stomach and upper and lower intestines.
• Sodium is vital to body cell and fluid function while helping to maintain a proper acid
balance in the body.
• Fluoride is essential in maintaining dental
health
• Sulfate is used by our bodies as a cleansing
and detoxifying agent.
• Iodine is an essential growth and development nutrients vital in the efficiency of the
thyroid gland.
• Calcium is well known for being imperative
for strong bones, but it is also believed to assist in controlling weight and blood pressure,
as well as protecting against heart attack,
premenstrual syndrome and colon cancer.
Effective from 1st June, Dusit Thani Hua Hin
will be offering you special introductory prices
on a new and extensive range of still and sparkling imported mineral waters from around the
world, including: Highland Spring and Tŷ Nant
from United Kingdom; Voss from Norway; Vittel, Badoit, Perrier, and Evian from France; Acqua
Panna, San Benedetto and San Pellegrino from
Italy; and Fiji from the Fijian Islands.
Lest we forget, we still offer our own 100% natural choice for good health in the form of Dusit
brand Premium Mineral Water, priced at just 30
Baht a bottle and bottled exclusively for Dusit
Worldwide by Boonrawd, the manufacturers of
Singha products, and containing all the minerals listed above.
Whatever your favourite tipple may be, make
sure you enjoy at least one daily bottle of mineral water for we are sure that you would agree
it’s a cheap price to pay for looking after your
wellbeing at any time of the day.

SINGHA
FOR YOUR SUPPER…
Happy Nightcaps 9.30 – 11.30P.M.
or Happy Aperitifs 5.00 – 7.00P.M.
… AND FOR APERITIFS TOO
Unlimited Singha Draught Beer Baht 250 net

ORGANIC NAKED SNOQUALMIE CHARDONNAY 2008
ORGANIC NAKED SNOQUALMIE MERLOT 2008
From Columbia Valley, Washington, USA
Available by the glass or the bottle

Featured cocktail of the week : The Emerald
Emerald is the colour of Phra Kaew Morakot, the
revered 45 centimetre –tall Buddha image in the
Temple of the Emerald Buddha, adjoining the
Grand Palace,.
The Emerald is our own revered Bacardi-based
cocktail with a hint of melon, lime and lots of
kiwi:
1 ounce of Bacardi rum
½ an ounce of melon liqueur
5 ounces of kiwi juice
½ of an ounce of lime juice
¼ of an ounce of green syrup
Available at all food & beverage outlets around
the hotel and with special discounts during Happy
Aperitifs and Happy Nightcaps
Here’s an Emerald at a price you can afford!

Featured sesonal mocktail : Sawad-dee Hua Hin
In Thailand ‘sawad-dee’ is the expression used in
greeting or leave-taking at any time of the day
or night, hence it might be translated amongst
other things as “hello,”“good morning,”“good
day,”. Here at Dusit Thani Hua Hin, we are always
glad to greet you with ‘sawad-dee’ at any time
and always sad to say it when the time comes
to say goodbye.
Available at all Food & Beverage outlets and
made from:
• 3 ounces of Peach Juice
• 2 ounces of Orange Juice
• 2 ounces of Passion Fruit Juice
• 1 ounce of Lime Juice
• ½  an ounces of Grenadine
Say ‘sawad-dee’ to Sawad-dee Hua Hin at any
time of the day or night.
Enjoy a special discount during Happy Aperitifs
and Happy Nightcaps.
If you don’t try, you don’t know!
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Restaurants & Bars

Thyme to dine

Sands of time delight

The Restaurant

EVERY MONDAY
Carvery Night

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Pasta Factory

EVERY FRIDAY
Thai Market Night

EVERY SATURDAY
Seafood Barbecue

Bottoms up bonanza! Unlimited Selected Wines & Singha Draught Beer at Every Buffet 550 BAHT++ Cheers!

Anyone for seconds?
Besides the extensive à-la-carte menu, San
Marco offers excellent value 3-course set menus
for one or two, but perhaps the best day to visit
San Marco is on a Wednesday, for that is the evening when the restaurant is bedecked with the
red, white and green colours of the Italian flag as
our chefs showcase their talents with the everpopular Pasta Factory buffet which consistently
draws in guests from far and wide to sit side
by side with the hotel’s residents. So vast is the
choice that it has been know for diners to actually ask what isn’t on the menu! Amazing value
at just Baht 850 ++, many diners like to make it
an extended evening soand also plump for our
Bottoms Up Bonanza which pairs the buffet with
an unlimited refills from our selected wines and
weighs in at just Baht 1,400++. To be sure of a
good table, advanced reservations for Pasta Factory are always strongly recommended.

San Marco: what’s in a name?
There are attractions that must be visited in
every major tourist destination. For example,
there’s Trafalgar Square in London, the Eiffel
Tower in Paris, The Grand Palace in Bangkok,
whilst in Venice the magnet for visitors in the
magnificent Piazza San Marco, or in simple English, Saint Mark’s Square.
One well-known guidebook on Venice describes
the Piazza San Marco as “beautiful at all times
of day or night and in all seasons of the year. It
is one of the few delicate works of architecture
that can absorb a bustling vulgar crowd without
loss of dignity; a great city square which retains
a feeling of animation when there are few
people in it.” Perhaps the same can be said of
our own San Marco Italian Restaurant inspired
by Venice’s leading landmark – though of course
we in no way wish to infer that any of our guests
could ever be classed as vulgar!.
One of the highlights of our San Marco Italian
Restaurant, besides the food and more of that
later, is the imported wood-fired pizza oven
that sits flickering away enticingly in the corner

of the open show kitchen and allows us to offer an
extended range of authentic Italian pizza. Of course,
there is much more to Italian food than pizza and
the restaurant’s menu features an extensive range
of meat and fish dishes. Our Italian chef Massimo
Rossi has also singled out a few signature dishes,
skillfully prepared just like his own mama used to
make, for those who might wish to savour something special at any stage of their meal.

Open daily 6 A.M.-11 P.M. / Extension: 2499
‘The Restaurant’ is our exciting all-day international
fine-dining venue - featuring the Dusit Gourmet–
totally spoiling you for choice.
Saturdays – ‘Barbecue Buffet Dinner’ and the finest
local seafood and imported meats chargrilled to perfection with salad bar and dessert buffet, all for 990 Baht
(children maximum 50% discount) / 1,540 Baht with
freeflow wine buffet.
Sundays – ‘Sunday Lunch Buffet’.
For only 600 Baht (children 300) / 1,150 Baht with
freeflow wine buffet, you can enjoy a delicious
leisurely buffet of local and international dishes.
Mondays – ‘Carvery Buffet Dinner’.
Selection of imported and local meats carved to your
liking, with all the trimmings, assorted fresh salads,
terrines, imported oysters and smoked Norwegian
salmon priced at 850 Baht (children maximum 50%
discount) / 1,400 Baht with freeflow wine buffet.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

San Marco

Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2699
Enjoy Italian favourites in the delightful alfresco ambience of San Marco.
Wednesdays - are ‘Pasta Factory Buffet Dinner’ nights
– Our ever-popular Italian buffet, with a design-yourown-pasta station, antipasto buffet and a range of
mouth-watering desserts and Italian ice creams, all
for just 850 Baht (children maximum 50% discount) /
1,400 Baht with freeflow wine buffet.

Daily Dusit
Sprinter

15

FROM/TO
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin / Dusit Thani Hotel, Bangkok
VEHICLE
Mercedes Sprinter (12-seater minibus)

Departure
Arrival

SCHEDULE
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin
Dusit Thani, Bangkok

11:15 Hours
14:00 Hours

Departure
Arrival

Dusit Thani, Bangkok
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin

15:00 Hours
17:30 Hours

RATE
Adult - one way / Baht.600.Child under 12 - one way / Baht.300.-

MANGOSTEEN MOUSSE CAKE
Dacquoise biscuit with mangosteen mousse
on chocolate-almond croquant

Advance reservation is required.

Stroke of midnight cocktails

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Ban Benjarong

Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2799
(Closed on Wednesdays)
The unique cuisine of Thailand served overlooking the
lagoon, either in air-conditioned comfort or outdoors
on the terrace.
Fridays - ‘Thai Market Night’, traditional buffet and
range of foodstalls, with a great selection of regional
and local Thai cuisine, accompanied by graceful Thai
dance performances, priced at 850 Baht (children maximum 50% discount) / 1,400 Baht with freeflow wine
buffet.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Rim Talay Bar & Grill

Bar & Grill open daily, weather permitting,
from 6-10.30 P.M.
Drinks to 11 P.M. / Food last order 10.30 P.M.
(Closed on Sundays)
International fine dining in a wonderful beachside
setting.

Ask our bartender which one it is this week

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

The Polo Bar

Open daily 5 P.M.-1 A.M. (Closed on Tuesdays)
Pre-dinner drinks or after-dinner cocktails, the Polo
Bar is a relaxed and elegant place to get together. Our
resident quartet entertains nightly. Try our speciality
coffees. Nightly Happy Aperitifs 5-7 P.M. and Happy
Nightcaps 9:30-11:30 P.M.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

To complement and wash down your meal,
there’s also our extensive wine and drinks lists,
which features a number of Italian specialities,
such as grappa, sambuca, amaretto and always
a special ‘Italian Wine of the Night’ alongside a
number of speciality coffees.
Open daily for dinner from 6.00 – 10.30P.M.
and also for lunch from Midday – 2.30P.M. at
weekends, you can reserve your favourite table
by calling San Marco during opening hours on
extension 2699, our Food & Beverage Office on
extension 2013 during the daytime or our Duty
Managers on extension 2071 at any time.

Lobby Lounge

Open daily 10 A.M.- Midnight
A relaxing place to watch the world go by, enjoy the
great views. Traditional afternoon tea is served daily.
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Sala Thip

Open daily 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
A great poolside location to relax, play and enjoy your
preferred choice of drinks and light refreshments.
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Room Service

24 hours daily
Please refer to the Room Service Menu in your inroom Directory of Services for a delicious selection of
food at any time of the day or night.

Beauty salon
Open from 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. (closed on Wednesdays)
Shampoo & Blow Dry
Shampoo / Cut/ Blow Dry

Baht 350
Baht 600 (Man)/Baht 1,000 (Woman)
Baht 450 (Child)
Hair Setting
Baht 600
Hair Steam Treatment
Baht 600
Permanent Wave (Perming)			Baht 4,000
Manicure or Pedicure
Baht 450
Paraffin Wax Spa
Baht 450
Waxing / Beehive
Baht 900
Hair Beading
Baht 60/120 (Per string)

Water round the clock by Singha
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is the
ideal location to unwind
and it is no surprise that many
of our guests enjoy relaxing by
our swimming pools or on the
beach. As we are located in a
tropical climate, with temperatures ranging from 25º to 35ºC,
it is important to make sure you
drink enough water, especially if
you are exposed to the sun for

extended periods of time.
We will give away complimentary water, or “nam” as it is called
in Thai, twice a day, at 11A.M.
and then again at 2P.M. If you
are relaxing on the beach, or
by the pool, then watch out for
the people in the white T-shirts
who will be happy to provide
complimentary bottles of water
sponsored by Singha.

Dusit Mineral Water is available
throughout the day at 30 Baht
per bottle and please feel free
to choose from a variety of soft
drinks, cocktails, wines and beers
from our poolside service outlets. The hotel will continue to
provide 2 complimentary bottles
of drinking water in each guest
room daily as usual.

